Heppner Branch
New Book List – June 2023

Fiction:
Bad Summer People - Emma Rosenblum
Big Gay Wedding: A Novel - Byron Lane
Dark Angel - John Sandford
Heart's Choice - Tracie Peterson
Identity - Nora Roberts
In the Lives of Puppets - TJ Klune
The House in the Pines: A Novel - Ana Reyes
The Loner - Diana Palmer
The New Mother - Nora Murphy
The Paper Cuts - Ellery Adams
The Three of Us: A Novel - Ore Agbaje-Williams
The Woman Who Wore a Badge - C. K. Crigger

Non-Fiction:
Genealogy of a Murder: Four Generations, Three Families, One Fateful Night - Lisa Belkin
The Ribbon of Road Ahead: One Woman's Remarkable Journey with Parkinson's Disease - Carol Clupny